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Post-Fault Operation of an Asymmetrical Six-phase Induction Machine with Single and Two Isolated Neutral Points
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Abstract – The paper presents a study of post-fault control for an asymmetrical six-phase induction machine with single and two isolated neutral points, during single open-phase fault. Post-fault control is based on the normal decoupling (Clarke) transformation, so that reconfiguration of the controller is minimised. Effect of the single open-phase fault on the machine equations under this control structure is discussed. Different modes of post-fault operation are analysed and are further compared in terms of the achievable torque and stator winding losses. Validity of the analysis is verified using experimental results obtained from a six-phase induction motor drive prototype.

Index Terms–Fault-tolerant operation, multiphase machines, variable-speed drives.

I. INTRODUCTION

One important advantage of a multiphase machine over its three-phase counterpart is its higher fault-tolerance [1]. Hence, fault-tolerant operation and control are important research topics in this area. Although fault tolerance can be achieved via special machine design [2]–[6] and the use of application-specific converter topologies [7]–[10], the majority of studies [11]–[26] focus on the post-fault control methods for n-phase machines driven by an n-leg voltage source converter (VSC), since this is the most common topology in practice. The discussion here follows this common trend, assuming star-connected stator windings.

Among multiphase machines, machines with multiple three-phase windings, such as six-, nine-, and twelve-phase machines, are often considered for various applications. Compared with multiphase machine with prime phase numbers, machines with multiple three-phase windings can benefit from the well-established three-phase technology. Due to the existence of the multiple winding sets, the machine can be configured with single or multiple neutral points. Fig. 1 shows the connections of stator windings for an asymmetrical six-phase machine with single and two neutral points. Each possibility has its own merits. For instance, configuration of a six-phase machine with two isolated neutrals prevents the flow of zero-sequence currents and reduces the required number of current controllers from five to four. In addition, it provides isolation between the two windings and allows better dc-bus voltage utilisation. On the other hand, single isolated neutral point connection gives five instead of four degrees of freedoms, which provides better means for fault-tolerant operation. However, it requires additional controller for regulating the zero-sequence current. Hence, in the literature, discussion on healthy operation of six-phase machines is usually based on two isolated neutrals, while fault-tolerant control studies are typically based on single neutral connection [12], [13], [20], [27].

The simplest post-fault strategy for multiphase machines with multiple three-phase windings is to disable the whole three-phase winding containing the faulty phase [1]. Such operation has been reported in [28] for aircraft steering control and in [29] for an elevator application. This approach is addressed as ‘single VSC’ operation hereafter, for the specific case of a six-phase drive. Instead of disabling the whole three-phase winding, which causes significant reduction in achievable power/torque, better performance can be obtained via suitable post-fault control. Such control has been discussed in [12], [13], [20], [27], with the six-phase machine configured with single isolated neutral. Discussion on fault-tolerant control of a six-phase machine with two isolated neutrals is available in [22], [23], but is accompanied with only simulation studies and very limited experimental verification. A more complete study for two-neutral configuration was reported in [24], where suitable post-fault control strategy was shown to give better efficiency than ‘single VSC’ operation. However, the control uses PI controllers to regulate ac references, which results in poor
performance. So far, a comprehensive discussion covering both configurations has not been reported.

This work aims to provide a unified discussion on the post-fault control of a six-phase induction machine during single open-phase fault, by considering both single and two isolated neutrals configurations. The focus is on asymmetrical six-phase induction machine (with two three-phase windings spatially displaced by 30 degrees) with distributed windings. The discussion presented here differs from previous works in the following aspects:

1) The post-fault control uses normal (i.e. not a reduced order) decoupling transformation, which allows the use of the same controller structure as in the healthy operation. Such control has been discussed in [16], [21], but not for an asymmetrical six-phase machine.

2) A unified analysis of post-fault control of the six-phase machine, considering both single and two isolated neutrals, is presented. Results show that the same controller structure is applicable for both configurations, requiring only minor alterations. Quantitative comparisons between the two, in terms of the achievable torque and stator winding losses under different modes of post-fault control, are presented as well.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the machine equations and control structure of a healthy six-phase induction machine. Section III shows the influence of fault on machine equations when the same decoupling transformation is maintained. Section IV discusses the derivation of current references for different modes of post-fault operation. Derating of the machine is also detailed here. Next, Section V discusses the current controllers used, and the modifications for post-fault operation. Experimental verification of the analysis, based on a prototype asymmetrical six-phase induction motor drive, is presented in Section VI. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VII.

II. MACHINE EQUATIONS AND CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR HEALTHY MACHINE

Control of a healthy asymmetrical six-phase induction machine is usually based on the vector space decomposition (VSD) model. Using the VSD model, the machine phase variables $[v]$ are related to the new variables $[v_{ab0}]$ via decoupling transformation $[T_x]$ ($f$ represents arbitrary machine variables (voltage v, current i or flux ϕ)):

$$[f_{ab0}] = [T_x] \cdot [f]$$

where

$$[f_x] = [f_{a1} f_{b1} f_{c1} f_{a2} f_{b2} f_{c2}]^T$$

$$[f_{ab0}] = [f_a f_b f_x f_y f_{0+} f_{0-}]^T$$}

$$\alpha = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & -1 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$\beta = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$[T_x] = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \begin{bmatrix} x & 1 & -\frac{1}{2} & -\frac{1}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & 0 \\ y & 0 & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & \frac{1}{2} & -1 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} 0 & \cos \theta & \sin \theta & -\sin \theta & \cos \theta \end{bmatrix}$$

Indirect rotor flux oriented control (IRFOC) is achieved by using $\theta = \phi$, where rotor flux angle $\phi$ is obtained from measured rotor position (or speed $\omega_m$) and reference $d$-$q$ stator currents. The controller’s structure for IRFOC of a six-phase induction machine is shown in Fig. 2. References for $i_{q0}$, $i_{sy}$, $i_{s0+}$ and $i_{s0-}$ are normally set to zero, to minimise stator copper losses.

Regardless of the neutral point connection (single or two isolated neutrals), the same controller structure can be used, with a difference that for the two isolated neutrals the zero-sequence current controllers are, since $i_{0+}$ and $i_{0-}$ cannot flow, disabled by setting $v_{0+} = v_{0-} = 0$. For an induction machine with sinusoidally distributed windings and negligible mutual leakage inductance between the three-phase windings, the machine stator equations in the stationary common reference frame are:

$$v_{ds} = (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{ds} + M \frac{d}{dt} i_{qs}$$

$$v_{qs} = (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{qs} + M \frac{d}{dt} i_{ds}$$

$$v_{0+} = (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{0+}$$

$$v_{0-} = (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{0-}$$

while the rotor equations are

$$0 = (R_r + L_r \frac{d}{dt}) i_{nr} + \omega_s L_s i_{fr} + M \frac{d}{dt} i_{rs} + \omega_s M i_{fr}$$

$$0 = (R_r + L_r \frac{d}{dt}) i_{fr} - \omega_s L_s i_{fr} + M \frac{d}{dt} i_{ns} - \omega_s M i_{ns}$$

where $L_s = L_{sl} + 3L_{ms}$, $L_r = L_{rl} + 3L_{mr}$, $M = 3L_{ms}$ and $\omega_s$ is the rotor electrical speed ($\omega_s = \rho \omega_o$, $\rho$ being the pole pair number). Subscripts s and r denote stator and rotor variables, respectively.
III. MACHINE EQUATIONS FOR POST-FAULT OPERATION

The fault considered here is an “open-phase fault” that open-circuits the connection between one of the VSC’s legs and the machine. It is assumed that the machine’s phase winding is not damaged during the fault.

When an open-phase fault occurs, the corresponding phase current becomes zero, and the machine loses one degree of freedom. Some of the previous works [11]–[14] approached the problem by utilizing new reduced-order decoupling transformations to reflect the loss of one degree of freedom. However, the machine equations obtained from the reduced-order transformation have different machine parameters and substantial reconfiguration of the controller is required.

To minimize changes to the control, it appears to be better to retain the same decoupling transformation ([T_6] in this case), so that the same controller structure can be used. Such control has been presented for a seven-phase PM machine in [16], and later extended for induction machines with odd numbers of phases in [21]. However, discussions in [16], [21] only cover the effect of fault on machine’s MMF and do not address the changes in machine equations as a whole, which is done here next.

A. Effect of Fault on Machine Equations

If the transformation of machine equations from phase variables to the stationary reference frame variables is analyzed, it is obvious that (4)-(5) need not be changed because the machine is not physically affected by the fault. The main effect of the open-phase fault is on the currents, where \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \)-x-y-0+-0- components are no longer mutually independent due to the loss of one degree of freedom. Hence, it is necessary to find the currents’ relationship during fault and the subsequent effects on the machine equations.

For the purpose of discussion, it is assumed that open circuit fault occurs in phase-c, so that \( i_c \) is zero. The \( \alpha \), \( x \) and 0+ currents, which do not contain phase-c term, remain unaffected by this fault. However, the equations for \( \beta \), \( y \) and 0- currents are affected and they become:

\[
\begin{align*}
   i_{\beta} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} i_{b3} - \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} i_{c1} + \frac{1}{2} i_{b2} + \frac{1}{2} i_{b3} \right) \\
   i_{y} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} i_{b1} + \frac{3}{2} i_{c1} + \frac{1}{2} i_{b2} + \frac{1}{2} i_{b3} \right) \\
   i_{0-} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( i_{b2} + \frac{1}{2} i_{b3} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

These are the general expressions that are valid regardless of how the neutral points are configured.

For two isolated neutrals, the phase currents in each three-phase winding must sum to zero (\( i_{b0+} = i_{b0-} = 0 \)). Hence, when \( i_{c2} = 0 \), \( i_{b2} = -i_{b2}, \) and \( 7 \) simplifies to

\[
\begin{align*}
   i_{y} &= -i_{\beta} \\
   i_{0-} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( i_{b0+} = i_{b0-} = 0 \) and \( i_{b0} \) is now directly related to \( i_{y} \), the machine practically has only three degrees of freedom (\( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( x \)) during the single open-phase fault.

Note that there are no changes in the equations for \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \) and \( x \) components (4). Also, the zero-sequence voltage equations in (4) can be discarded because \( i_{0+} = i_{0-} = 0 \). However, as \( i_{y} \) and \( i_{b0} \) are no longer mutually independent, the stator y-axis equation is now:

\[
v_{ys} = (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{ys} = -(R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{b0} \tag{9}
\]

If the machine is configured with single neutral point, the following relation can be derived:

\[
\begin{align*}
   i_{0+} &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} (i_{a2} + i_{b2} + i_{c2}) = i_{b0} + i_{ys} \\
   i_{0-} &= -i_{b3}
\end{align*}
\]

The main difference compared with the two-neutral point is that \( i_{y} \) is now an independent variable, giving the system four degrees of freedom (\( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( x \) and \( y \)).

Machine equations for \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \) and x-y components remain the same as in (4) and (5). Due to the single neutral point connection, zero-sequence currents can now flow. They are, however, dependent on \( i_{b0} \) and \( i_{y} \) due to the fault, as shown in (10). As a result, the corresponding stator voltage equations are now:

\[
\begin{align*}
   v_{0+} &= (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{0+} = (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt})(i_{b0} + i_{ys}) \\
   v_{0-} &= (R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt}) i_{0-} = -(R_s + L_s \frac{d}{dt})(i_{b0} + i_{ys}) \tag{11}
\end{align*}
\]

B. Effect on Torque Equation

The post-fault torque equation can be obtained by considering the following phase variable equation:

\[
T_r = p[i_{b0}]^T \cdot \frac{d}{dt} [L_{ar}] \cdot [i_{ar}] \tag{12}
\]

where \( \theta_r \) is the rotor position angle and \([L_{ar}]\) is the rotor-to-stator inductance matrix.

Since the machine is physically the same, \([L_{ar}]\) is considered to be unaffected by the fault. This also implies that even though \( i_c \) cannot flow, voltage can still be induced in phase-c2 (in a form of back emf) due to the variation in stator and rotor currents.

By transforming (12), the torque equation during fault results in the same form as for the healthy machine.

\[
T_r = pM (i_{b0} \cdot i_{ar} - i_{ar} \cdot i_{b0}) \tag{13}
\]

This is actually a similar conclusion to the one in [16], [21].

C. Conclusions on Post-fault Machine Equations

Three important conclusions can be drawn from the post-fault machine equations based on \([T_6]\):

i) The \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \) equations, which are responsible for flux and torque production, remain unchanged even after the fault. Hence, no modifications of machine parameters are required in the implementation of FOC, unlike in [11]–[14], where reduced-order transformations are used.

ii) The \( y \) or zero-sequence components are no longer independent during fault, as shown by (8) and (10). For a healthy machine, these current components are usually controlled to zero for loss minimization. However, during the fault, an attempt to control them to zero will cause disruption in the \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \) current regulation. Hence, the current references need to be adapted during fault.

iii) The torque equation is not affected by the fault, as indicated in (13). Thus, for smooth torque during fault, the \( \alpha \)-\( \beta \) stator current references should take the following form:
The achievable torque in derated operation depends on how \(i_a\) and \(i_q\) are scaled down. Here, it is suggested to keep \(i_d\) at rated value, and only derate \(i_q\) (\(a_q = 1\) and \(a_q < 1\)) to keep the phase current amplitude at rated:

\[
T_{\text{e, post-fault}} = a_q T_{\text{em}}
\]  

(19)

The influence of \(a_q\) on the overall reduction of the \(d-q\) current magnitude (which is also the derating factor, \(a\)) is given with

\[
a = \sqrt{\frac{i_{ds}^2 + i_{qs}^2}{i_{ds}^2 + i_{qs}^2}}
\]  

(20)

The expressions in (19) and (20) indicate that the achievable torque during post-fault operation depends on the ratio \(i_{ds}/i_{qs}\). For a special case of \(i_{ds}/i_{qs} = 0\), applicable to a permanent magnet machine, the post-fault torque varies linearly with \(a\). For an induction machine, the variation in torque is non-linear when the machine is derated, with a higher \(i_{ds}/i_{qs}\) ratio giving a more rapid reduction in achievable torque during derated operation. This will be confirmed later in the experimental results.

B. Modes of Operation

While the \(a\beta\) (\(d-q\)) stator currents determine the flux and torque of the machine, the other current components provide additional degrees of freedom which define the mode of post-fault operation. For this purpose, the \(x-y\) currents are defined in the following general form:

\[
i_{ax}^* = K_1 i_{ax}^* + K_2 i_{fb}^*
\]

\[
i_{yx}^* = K_3 i_{ax}^* + K_4 i_{fb}^*
\]  

(21)

The values of \(K_1, K_2, K_3\) and \(K_4\) can be chosen based on the desired modes of operation. In this paper, two different modes of operation are considered, i.e.:

1) Min Loss

Coefficients are selected to minimize the copper loss in the stator windings, which is defined as

\[
P_{\text{loss}} = R_s \left[ i_{dss}^2 + i_{qss}^2 + i_{dss}^2 + i_{qss}^2 + i_{dss}^2 + i_{qss}^2 \right] + R_s \left[ i_{dss}^2 + i_{qss}^2 + i_{qss}^2 + i_{qss}^2 \right]
\]  

(22)

This is equivalent to minimizing \((i_{ax}^2+i_{bx}^2+i_{cy}^2+i_{dy}^2)\), i.e. the sum of squared current components that do not contribute to flux and torque production.

2) Max Torque

Coefficients are selected to produce the largest \(|I_{qs}^*|\) (hence the maximum torque) with the maximum phase current amplitude maintained at the rated value. This is equivalent to finding the coefficients that give the highest value of \(a_o\).

The phase currents are related to the VSD variables via the inverse decoupling transformation \([T_a]^{-1}\):
The relationship between the coefficients and the threshold derating factor can be obtained by iteratively varying the coefficients, based on (24) and (25). Fig. 3 shows the plot of \( a_{\phi} \) against \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \), for the machine with two isolated neutrals. The coefficients and threshold derating factors that define different modes of post-fault operation with different neutral point configurations are summarized in Table I. Using the coefficients listed in Table I, the theoretical mean stator winding losses for different modes of post-fault operation can be calculated based on (22). The losses, normalized with respect to the stator winding loss of the healthy machine, are given in Table II. These losses are calculated assuming \( a = 1 \) (without derating); thus the losses can attain values up to twice the nominal value.

All the discussions and derivations so far were based on the open-circuit fault in phase-c2. Using the same principles, a set of machine equations that are similar to those presented in Section III can be obtained for fault in phase-a1. Instead of having coupling between \( \beta \), \( y \) and 0- components, the coupling now exists between \( \alpha \), \( x \) and 0+ components.

Corresponding coefficients for post-fault operation can be obtained from Table I, by swapping \( \beta \) with \( \alpha \), \( y \) with \( x \) and 0+ with 0- components. The results are shown in Table III. Note that the result obtained for Max Torque mode of single isolated neutral case is identical to the one given in [22].

Due to the symmetry of the phases within each three-phase winding, the results in Table I and III can be made readily applicable to other phases by reordering the phase sequence. For fault that occurs in phase-a1, b1 or c1, post-fault strategy for phase-a1 can be adopted; for fault in phase-a2, b2 or c2, the strategy developed for phase-c2 can be used with corresponding phase rearrangement.

V. CONTROLLER FOR POST-FAULT OPERATION

In order to maintain the same controller structure for both healthy and faulted operation (as in Fig. 2), it is necessary to choose current controllers. For an n-phase machine, supplied using an n-leg VSC, the inverter’s leg voltages and machine phase voltages are no longer related by a constant matrix during fault [11]. Instead, neutral point voltage of the stator winding is influenced by the back emf voltage of the faulted phase [15]. This introduces disturbance in the form of negative sequence voltage in \( \alpha-\beta \) plane. To overcome this disturbance, dual PI controller is used for \( d-q \) current control during fault, as shown in Fig. 4. The negative sequence PI controller (dotted red box) is only activated during fault. For the \( x-y \) currents, since their references can be ac quantities, dual PI controller is used (Fig. 4) to enable effective regulation of the \( x-y \) currents.

From (9) and (11), it appears that, during the fault, there is an overlapping controller action for \( \beta \), \( y \) and zero-sequence current controllers due to the coupling of the components. However this is not the case because connection of phase-c2 is lost during the fault, and \( v_{\gamma} \) \( (v_{\nu a} \text{ and } v_{\nu a}) \) respectively is no longer controllable by the VSC for the two (single) isolated neutrals case. To reflect the loss of the degree of freedom on control, \( y \) (zero-sequence, respectively) current controller is disabled during the fault for the two (single) isolated neutral case, by setting \( v_{\gamma} = 0 \) \( (v_{\nu a} = v_{\nu a} = 0) \). Note that the zero-sequence current controllers are only enabled during healthy operation of the machine with single neutral

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENTS FOR DIFFERENT MODES OF POST-FAULT OPERATION (OPEN-PHASE FAULT IN PHASE-C2)\(^*\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutrals</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>( K_1 )</th>
<th>( K_2 )</th>
<th>( K_3 )</th>
<th>( K_4 )</th>
<th>( a_{\phi} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two, isolated</td>
<td>Max Torque</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min Loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single, isolated</td>
<td>Max Torque</td>
<td>-0.295</td>
<td>-0.754</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>-0.641</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min Loss</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.641</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\)Coefficients \( K_3 \) and \( K_4 \) are fixed (see (8)) for the machine with two isolated neutrals and this is indicated by using shaded cells.

TABLE II. NORMALED MEAN STATOR WINDING LOSSES FOR DIFFERENT MODES OF POST-FAULT OPERATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutrals</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Mean Stator Losses (p.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Single VSC</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolated</td>
<td>Min Loss</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Max Torque</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolated</td>
<td>Min Loss</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. SUMMARY OF COEFFICIENTS FOR DIFFERENT MODES OF POST-FAULT OPERATION (OPEN-PHASE FAULT IN PHASE-A1)\(^*\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutrals</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>( K_1 )</th>
<th>( K_2 )</th>
<th>( K_3 )</th>
<th>( K_4 )</th>
<th>( a_{\phi} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Max Torque</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolated</td>
<td>Min Loss</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Max Torque</td>
<td>-0.641</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>-0.295</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolated</td>
<td>Min Loss</td>
<td>-0.641</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>-0.295</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\)Coefficients \( K_3 \) and \( K_4 \) are fixed for the machine with two isolated neutrals and this is indicated by using shaded cells.
system with ControlDesk control environment. Experimental data, displayed in this section, are obtained by using the data capture function in ControlDesk and processed using Matlab. The results, presented here, focus only on the steady state behaviour of the machine under different modes of operation. The dynamic performance of the machine, including transition from healthy to faulted operation, is beyond the scope of this work.

A. Healthy Operation

Fig. 5(a) shows the operation of the healthy asymmetrical six-phase machine when running at 250rpm with no load. Synchronous PI current controllers (only the positive sequence part) are used for d-q current regulation, while dual PI controllers are used for controlling the x-y currents, with \( i_{ds} = i_{qs} = 0 \). As seen from the figure, the phase currents are a balanced set of sinusoidal signals, while the \( \alpha-\beta \) current space vector describes a circular trajectory. The x-y currents are controlled to zero to minimize losses. Under such healthy operation, the machine’s speed is regulated at 250 rpm, with slight oscillations caused by the mechanical imperfections.

B. Single Open-phase Fault

Single open-phase fault is emulated by removing the connection from VSC to phase-c2. Fig. 5(b) shows the corresponding operation of the machine without any modification to the current references and the controllers. Since \( i_{ds} \) is still set to zero, the controller tries to minimize \( i_{qs} \). This causes the disruption of the \( \beta \) current due to the coupling between stator \( y \) and \( \beta \) components. Instead of being regulated to the proper reference, \( \beta \) current is now almost zero. As a result of the improper control, the machine’s speed shows significant oscillations.

Fig. 5(c) illustrates the case when the faulted machine operates with single active VSC. With connections to winding-a2b2c2 open-circuited, the machine is practically a three-phase machine with two degrees of freedom, and only \( \alpha-\beta \) currents can be controlled. Hence, the x-y current controllers are disabled by setting \( v_x = v_y = 0 \). The \( \alpha-\beta \) currents now track their references well, producing a circular trajectory that is the same as in the healthy case. The machine now operates with constant speed identical to that of the healthy machine. Even though this provides a simple means of post-fault control, the phase current amplitude in the remaining phases has now doubled. As will be shown later, better performance in terms of achievable torque and stator losses can be obtained using post-fault control strategies discussed in Section IV.

C. Post-fault Operation (Two Isolated Neutrals)

Fig. 6 shows the post-fault operation of the machine, configured with two isolated neutrals. The \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( x \) currents are now regulated with dual-PI controller, while \( y \) and zero-sequence current controllers are disabled (\( v_{ds} = v_{ds0} = v_{qs} = 0 \)). Figures 6(a) and (b) show the Min Loss and Max Torque modes of post-fault operation, respectively. For the Min Loss mode, the phase currents in the remaining five phases have unequal amplitudes. For the Max Torque mode, currents only flow in four of the remaining five phases, and all have the same amplitude. It can be observed that the maximum phase

### TABLE VI. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine parameters</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_e = 12.5 ) ( \Omega )</td>
<td>( R_L = 6.0 ) ( \Omega )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J = 0.04 ) kg m² s⁻¹</td>
<td>( p = 3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_{ls,0} = 0.0615 ) H</td>
<td>( L_o = 0.0111 ) H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_{ls,\alpha} = 0.0055 ) H</td>
<td>( L_{\alpha} = 0.590 ) H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C = 1500 ) ( \mu F )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d-q ) current controllers: ( K_p = 60 ) ( K_i = 8000 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x-y ) current controllers: ( K_p = 50 ) ( K_i = 2500 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed controller: ( K_p = 0.02 ) ( K_i = 0.02 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As noted, the current control structure is shown in Fig. 4. The overall control structure remains unchanged and as in Fig. 2, with no modifications of the machine parameters or transformation matrix. Transition from healthy to post-fault operation involves enabling of the negative sequence PI current controllers in the d-q path, and disabling of y and/or zero-sequence current controllers depending on the neutral point configuration.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results were all obtained for the fault in phase-c2. The tests are conducted on a prototype six-pole asymmetrical six-phase induction machine, which is obtained by rewinding a 1.1 kW, 50 Hz three-phase machine. The machine is controlled in speed control mode with IRFOC. A dc machine, controlled using ABB DCS800 drive, is coupled to the six-phase machine and functions as a variable load. The machine, converter and control parameters used in the experiment are detailed in Table IV.

A six-leg VSC is used to control the six-phase machine. Switching frequency is selected as 2 kHz, and the currents are sampled at twice the switching frequency. Carrier-based pulse-width modulation is used, without any zero-sequence injection. The control is implemented using DS1006 dSpace.
current amplitude in Max Torque mode is slightly lower than that of the Min Loss mode, which is in agreement with the theoretical analysis in Section IV (regarding the values of $a_n$). Despite the difference in phase current waveforms, both modes of operation have their $\alpha-\beta$ currents well regulated to the references and the machine’s speed remains practically constant, as in the healthy case. The maximum phase current amplitudes for both modes are also lower than in the ‘single VSC’ mode, suggesting a better performance.

D. Post-Fault Operation (Single Isolated Neutral)

Post-fault operation of the six-phase machine configured with single isolated neutral point is depicted in Fig. 7, with Figs. 7 (a) and 7 (b) showing Min Loss and Max Torque mode, respectively. The controller structure is the same as used for the two neutrals case. As discussed in Section V, all four $\alpha$, $\beta$, $x$ and $y$ currents are controlled, so only zero-sequence current controllers are disabled ($v_{0,s} = v_{0,c} = 0$).

Similar to the two neutrals case, the $\alpha-\beta$ currents are well regulated under both modes and the machine runs at constant speed without obvious oscillations. For the Min Loss mode, the phase currents in the remaining five phases have different amplitudes, with the maximum phase current amplitude slightly higher than in the previous sub-section. On the other hand, operation in Max Torque mode yields phase currents of the same amplitude flowing in all the five remaining phases. The maximum phase current amplitude under this mode is found to be the lowest among all the discussed modes.

E. Derated Operation

So far, the results given in sub-sections A-D only show that different modes of post-fault operation can be achieved using the current references and controllers discussed in Sections IV and V. Next, the performance in different modes is compared in terms of the achievable torque and stator winding losses.

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the normalized maximum phase current amplitude and the normalized torque, obtained based on (16), (19) and (20). With this plot, the achievable torque for different modes can be compared. As discussed earlier, the post-fault torque varies as the machine is derated. For ‘single VSC’ mode, the maximum achievable torque at rated phase current is found to be only approximately 43% of its rated value. As emphasized in Section IV, this depends on the ratio $i_{d0}/i_{d0}$ of the machine, which in this case is 0.294. This is different from a six-phase permanent magnet machine, where 50% of the rated torque remains for ‘single VSC’ operation. Better performance can be obtained if the machine is controlled in Min Loss or Max Torque mode with two isolated neutrals, giving around 50% and 53%, respectively. The improvement provided by Max Torque is only marginal compared to Min Loss mode and the advantage in terms of additional torque can be easily outweighed by the increase in stator losses, as discussed shortly. Finally, the achievable torque is significantly improved, to approximately 66% of the rated value, when operating in Max Torque mode with single isolated neutral. The normalized stator losses of the faulted machine under different modes of operation are shown in Fig. 9. For each mode of operation, the phase currents of the machine under no-load condition are measured and transformed to the decoupled variables using transformation [T_n]. The stator winding losses are then
calculated based on (22) and normalized using the mean stator winding loss for healthy case. The experimental results (dotted lines) are in full accordance with the theoretical mean (solid lines) values shown in Table II. In terms of stator losses, Min Loss mode for the machine with single neutral gives the best performance. On the other hand, the Max Torque mode in configuration with two neutrals gives the worst performance, with mean stator winding losses being twice higher than for the healthy case. This is the same as operating the faulted machine in 'single VSC' mode. For the machine configured with two isolated neutrals, Min Loss mode gives lower stator winding loss, which is 25% lower than in the Max Torque mode. Considering that the difference of achievable torque between the two modes is small (only approximately 3%), Min Loss mode is more favourable mode of operation for the configuration with two neutrals.

Overall, the experimental results clearly show that, in an event of a fault, single isolated neutral configuration is significantly better than two isolated neutrals case, both in terms of achievable torque and stator loss minimization. Nevertheless, if configuration with two isolated neutrals is required, say, for safety or electrical isolation purposes, it is better to operate the machine under Min Loss mode.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes post-fault operation of an asymmetrical six-phase induction machine, configured with single and two isolated neutrals. Using the same decoupling transformation, the effects of a single open-phase fault on the machine equations are addressed. It is pointed out that the fault only affects the mutual relationship between axis current components, so that the same machine equations, based on healthy decoupling transformation \([T_0]\), can still be used for post-fault control. Regardless of the neutral point connection, the same controller structure can still be used, with only minor modifications of current references and the enabling/disabling of the controllers.

Based on the decoupling transformation \([T_0]\), and the
normalised maximum phase current (p.u.)

Normalised Stator Loss (p.u.)

Fig. 8. Experimental (*) and theoretical (solid line) plot of the normalized maximum phase current against normalized torque for the asymmetrical six-phase induction machine operating under different post-fault operation modes ($\varphi_{m}/\varphi_{oc} = 0.294$).

Fig. 9. Instantaneous (dotted lines) and theoretical mean (solid lines) of the normalised stator winding losses, for healthy and faulted asymmetrical six-phase induction machine under different modes of post-fault operation (the theoretical mean for ‘single VSC’ and Max Torque (two neutrals) overlap).

current component inter-dependencies during the fault, different modes of post-fault operation have been analyzed. The performance of these different modes of control, in terms of achievable torque and stator losses, has been compared, with an overall conclusion that better post-fault behaviour results for the single isolated neutral configuration.
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